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In May 2009, the Portland 
Opera invited me and five 
other writers to partici-

pate in a “Blogger Night @ 
The Opera” performance of 
“Rigoletto.” 

We got a backstage tour and 
sat at a special table in the 
lobby. Before and after the 
show and during intermis-
sions, we were supposed 
to live-blog our “Rigoletto” 
experience. 

At first, I took notes and tried to write posts on 
my laptop. But before the show started, I real-
ized there was no way I was going to out-blog 
my pal Geoff. He’d filmed the whole backstage 
tour with his Flip camera and posted the video 
on YouTube before the show even began. 

So I did the only thing I figured the rest of the 
live-bloggers couldn’t: I broke out a Sharpie 
and tried to draw a “live comics adaptation” of 
the performance instead. 

It went like this: I sat in the audience with a 
sketchbook and tried to speed-draw the major 
story points as they unfolded onstage. (This 
quickly ended up being an athletic rather than 
artistic feat.) I was lucky that the paying audi-
ence members sitting next to me were cool 
with this. When the lights came up, my pen 
went down.

During intermissions, I took pictures of the 
drawings and posted them to my Twitter feed 
(@culturepulp) with snarky captions. The day 
after the show, I assembled the drawings into a 
little comic book.

The Opera’s hilariously open-minded market-
ing team — which included Jim Fullan, Julia 
Sheridan and Claudie Fisher — thought this was 

pretty funny. So they kept 
inviting me back. 

In September 2010, for 
our third go-round, Julia 
had a brilliant idea: Invite 
the rest of Portland’s 
comics community. I kept 
making my live comics 
adaptations, only now at 
the dress rehearsals to 
be less disruptive. But 
we also started inviting 
other cartoonists to come 
to those rehearsals, take 

a backstage tour, and sketch whatever they 
wanted. The Opera then displayed everyone’s 
sketches (and gave away my minicomics) in the 
lobby during opening-night performances a few 
days later. 

(If you visit my website CulturePulp.com and 
click on the “Opera Comics” tag, you’ll find 
links to everyone else’s artwork.)

Anyway. This booklet collects all my “live com-
ics adaptations” of Portland Opera shows from 
May 2009 to October 2012. 

Thanks to the Portland Opera for including me 
in their PR experiment, and for letting it take 
on a life of its own. Thanks to General Director 
Christopher Mattaliano and his entire team. 
This is one of the coolest projects I’ve ever 
been involved with as a cartoonist. (Particu-
larly the part where we got to pet the albino 
boa constrictor they were using in “Carmina 
Burana.”) 

I’ve learned a lot about opera (it’s filthy, for 
starters), I’ve enjoyed the performances, and 
I’ve loved meeting the passionate human  
beings who work so hard to create them. 

MIKE RUSSELL, www.CulturePulp.com

An Explanation.



Friday, May 8, 2009

RIGOLETTO

1



Conductor George Manahan gives a  
kick-off wave and GETS TO WORK

ACT
ONE

We open on a stark pre-curtain tableau, 
lit all red. GOOD LORD THIS OPERA 

MIGHT END UP BEING SAD

THEN! Up curtain. We travel back in time, 
and suddenly we’re partying at the Duke’s 

palace. It’s all tomfoolery and fun and 
masks and carnality UNTIL

2



... this old geezer crashes the orgy. 
(The Duke seduced his daughter.) The jester 
Rigoletto makes fun of the old guy. The old  

guy responds by putting a curse on Rigoletto.

And so Rigoletto does 
what any cursed jester would do: 
HE CONSULTS WITH A HIT MAN

Rig (almost) orders a hit,  
but chooses to brood instead

Then Rig goes home and 
hangs out with his “fair flower” 

(i.e, his megasheltered daughter Gilda)

3



Uh-huh. Sure she will.
The lusty Duke (disguised as 

a student) shows up to woo Gilda  
immediately after Rig leaves

ACT
TWO

AND THEN GILDA GETS  
KIDNAPPED BY COURTIERS

4



Sometimes the gulf between singer 
and translation SuperText seems like 

the world’s tallest comic strip

THE DUKE IS LOVESICK
(He’ll be less lovesick when he finds out the 
courtiers brought him Gilda as a present)

While the Duke’s off with poor Gilda,  
the Gilda-snatching courtiers are just 

plain messin’ with ol’ Rig
Gilda finally turns up  

for a sad reunion

5



But ol’ Rig vows revenge END OF ACT 2

ACT
3

Rig and his daughter visit the  
hit-man’s shack to take out a  

contract on the Duke’s life. There’s 
dry-ice fog. BEST OPERA EVER

Inside the shack: The Duke, visiting the  
hit-man’s sister. He finds women confusing.
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The hit-man’s sister shows up and treats the 
Duke to some HOT FEMME-FATALE ACTION

Outside the shack, Rig and his kid 
overhear this and are all SAY WHAT

The hit-man puts Gilda in a bag, gives the 
bag to Rig and tells Rig the Duke’s inside. 

Rig just totally got jacked

Later, the sister convinces her hit-man 
brother to just kill the next person who 
knocks at the door instead of the Duke. 

Gilda, disguised as a boy, overhears this. 
So she knocks on the door, gets stabbed, 

and saves the Duke’s life.
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HEY THIS LOOKS FAMILIAR

THE 
END
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Friday, May 7, 2010

THE BARBER 
OF SEVILLE

9



Spotted in line on my way in.  
I love it when college kids go all semi-

steampunk for their night at the opera.  
(She wasn’t really wearing goggles.)

Getting a backstage tour from Director of 
Production Laura Hassell. That’s a giant 
painting of Rossini suspended by wires.

The stage is “raked” at a  
downward angle to better showcase  

the entire (smallish) cast.

PRE 
SHOW
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Laura shows us “Muffy” —  
the threadbare stuffed Opera “mascot.”  
They snuck Muffy into shows for years.

Overture. The stage reflects what was  
described to me as the production’s  

“period theatricalization” vibe — including 
a fake painted proscenium arch.

There are dozens of these ropes, 
all labeled, and they go up like at 

least 40 feet.

ACT
ONE

11



LOVELORN COUNT ALMAVIVA  
STRAIGHT-UP STEPS OUT OF A  
PAINTING AND STARTS SINGIN’

The band sneaks out (quietly) to help  
the now-sleepy Count rock a serenade

Unfortunately the band’s  
kind of noisy about getting paidTHE COUNT IS SO VERY EMO
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Enter Figaro through the audience  
and he is TOTALLY NETWORKING

The Count overhears old Doc Bartolo  
say he’s gonna marry his ward Rosina  

(the gal the Count loves)

The Count’s still lovesick,  
he’s using the fake name “Lindoro,”  

and Fig is gonna help

Fig knows he rules

13



14

Fig lays out his plan

Meet Rosina.
Enter jealous Doc Bartolo. He’s seeing 

enemies everywhere, pretty much

A DISGUISE IS  ROCKED



15

Music teacher Don Basilio knows  
the Count has the hots for Rosina  

BUT HE HAS AN IDEA

But Figaro (the Doc’s barber, BTW)  
overhears and does some  

counter-matchmaking

This doctor/ward relationship is 
maybe kind of dysfunctional

Enter the Doc WHO REALLY WANTS  
TO INTERROGATE ROSINA  
ABOUT THAT DAMN PEN



16

The Count crashes the doc’s house and  
Operation Drunk Soldier Disguise is GO

Enter soldiers. The Count totally  
plays his “I’m actually a count” card  
on the sly so they won’t arrest him

Fig digs the Doc’s ensuing confusion

Fig breaks it up before it gets rough  
but oops someone called the cops



17

Wacky bedlam END OF ACT ONE

The Doc is still vexed
Re-enter the Count, now disguised  

as a substitute music teacher

ACT
TWO



18

Looks like it’s time for a 
“music lesson”

OH CRAP DON BASILIO JUST WALKED IN 
QUICK GET RID OF HIM

Rosina is just showing off at this point

The Doc: maybe not as good a singer



19

I KNOW TELL HIM HE’S SICK

While the Doc gets a nice distracting 
shave, SNOGGING ENSUES

The Doc gets the gist  
and gets ditched

Suddenly Berta the maid gets a big  
“I think I’m going nuts” song

AND 
BRIBE 

HIM



20

NO SERIOUSLY GUYS I LOVE BERTA  
BUT WHY IS THE MAID SUDDENLY  

GETTING THIS BIG SHOWSTOPPING SONG

The now-vexed Rosina is tortured by 
visions of a naughty Count / ”Lindoro” /
whatever the hell he told her his name is

Enter Fig and the (unmasked) Count  
to clear things up

Meanwhile, the Doc presents 
Rosina with a confusing note



21

FIG WOULD LIKE A LITTLE MORE CREDIT 
AND ALSO GUYS IT’S TIME TO LEAVE

OH SCREW IT LET’S JUST GET MARRIED HERE 
THE DOC WILL SUDDENLY CHANGE HIS MIND 

AND BE  TOTALLY COOL LET’S PARTY

UH-OH THE ELOPIN’ LADDER 
JUST DISAPPEARED

THE 
END



Monday, Sept. 20, 2010

PAGLIACCI

This was the first comic drawn during a dress rehearsal instead of a public performance.  
It was also the first time the Opera started inviting other cartoonists to join me.   

(If you visit www.CulturePulp.com and click on the “Opera Comics” tag,  
you’ll find links to everyone else’s artwork.)
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Prologue: The dude playing Tonio 
reminds us  that actors are people too.  

LET'S KILL ONE OR TWO THIS EVENING

Canio and his thespian clownwagon roll onstage  
(in a real truck!). He's putting on a play. About jealousy. 

SURE HOPE LIFE DOESN'T REFLECT ART

The chorus is huge. 
I'll just draw the lady  
with the coolest hat.

23

ACT
ONE



24

Everyone heads to the bar. (Actors.) 
Canio's wife Nedda stays behind and frets 
about her husband's jealousy. Enter Tonio.

OH AND BY THE WAY NEDDA IS ACTUALLY 
CHEATING ON CANIO WITH THIS HOT TOWNIE; 

CUE ANGST-WARBLING

Canio catches wind of the affair,  
but the show must go on.  

DID WE MENTION HE'S PLAYING  
A JEALOUS CLOWN HUSBAND

Tonio wants Nedda. Tonio tastes whip.



25

Conductor John DeMain works out 
 minor kinks with the orchestra and 

now it's time to dress-rehearse

Onstage: A juggler gets the hook
It's showtime. Offstage: Canio  
seethes and gets his drink on

ACT
TWO



26

Nedda plays an unfaithful woman. Tonio 
plays a guy who hits on her. DEJA VU Enter Canio. What could possibly go wrong

MURDEROUS CLOWN RAGE THAT'S WHAT

THE 
END



by M. RussellCARMINA BURANA FUNNIES

BONUS!

“Pagliacci” was shown as a double-feature with a performance of 
Carl Orff’s 1936 cantata — featuring dancing by Portland troupe BodyVox. 

The woman in the left panel was dancing with a real live 9-foot-long 
albino boa constrictor named “Sunshine.” Opera staffers brought it out 

and draped it on various cartoonists during intermission.
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Monday, Nov. 1, 2010

HANSEL & GRETEL

I couldn’t make it to the rehearsal of  
Engelbert Humperdinck’s English-language 

fairy-tale opera. I drew this quick sketch anyway, 
using the Portland Opera’s publicity photos for reference.
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Monday, Jan. 31, 2011

TURANDOT

29



Absurdly handsome 
conductor Leonardo 

Vordoni gives notes to 
the orchestra

and then it’s 
time for

Into this screwy town wanders a royal  
family on the run — exiled old King Timur,  
lonely slave-girl Liù, and a lusty prince

Welcome to Peking. Wanna marry  
Princess Turandot? You have to answer 
three riddles. Get one wrong? You DIE

30

ACT
ONE



31

The chorus: not a fan of all this  
courtship-related capital punishment

A failed Princess Turandot  
suitor gets the axe.  

The way it’s staged is kind of hawt

The local ministers tell the prince  
that pursuing Turandot is really  
just an astoundingly stupid idea

For the fugitive prince, the threat of  
execution is apparently an aphrodisiac



32

The prince’s own family tells him  
that pursuing Turandot is really  
just an astoundingly stupid idea

BUT THE DUDE WILL NOT BE SWAYED

And so the prince enters the world’s  
worst dating game, and lo, he poses for  

Turandot’s gallery of dead suitors, which 
he may soon join, and now it’s time for

ACT
TWO



The ministers are at work,  
covering all their bases

The ministers have color-coordinated 
suits, typing paper, and booze

The ministers pull down their banner,  
revealing the chorus.  

TIME FOR THE GAMESHOW

The ministers sing 
of many things

33



Enter the old Emperor.  
AND YES PRINCE WE GET IT 

YOU’RE READY FOR THE TEST

Princess Turandot shows up  
and dishes some backstory:  

This whole game is payback, basically

THE PRINCE JUST STRAIGHT-UP  
ACES THE QUIZ (spoiler)

I have never seen a character  
ignore this many warnings that  
he is about to get himself killed

34



35

Turandot is such a sore loser,  
the prince finally says, “Guess my name  

by morning, and I’ll go ahead and die” MAN THIS VICTORY SUCKS 

No one sleeps in Peking, by royal decree.

ACT
3



36

TIME FOR THE HIT SINGLE

The ministers show up in  
color-coordinated pajamas to try and  

talk the prince out of town one last time

but at this point no one’s feeling good 
about any of this

Failing that, Turandot tells the ministers  
to torture slave-girl Liù 



37

And now everyone is sad and scared of ghosts and feeling kind of terrible. OPERA.



38

YOU WIN, JERK OH AND BY THE WAY

LONG LIVE THE EMPEROR YAY

THE 
END



Monday, March 28, 2011

and

L’HEURE ESPAGNOLE

L’ENFANT et les 
SORTILEGES

Two Ravel one-act operas. 

39



... with a REALLY 
sexually frustrated wife ...

So basically, “L’Heure Espagnole” is set in the 
shop of a cuckold clockmaker (above right)...

 ...despite having a number of distracted/
idiotic suitors scattered around the shop...

... who has a LOT of trouble getting 
some extramarital relief...

40



Complications, as they say, ensue.

The second one-act mini-opera, 
“L’Enfant et les Sortilège,” was a 
LOT of fun to watch, but moved so 

fast it was kind of hard to draw. 
I gave it my best shot.

... hiding in various clocks.

... so the kid throws a tantrum and tears a room 
apart. This leads to a nightmare in which...

Basically, it went like this: A little 
boy (played by a woman, mezzo 
soprano Hannah S. Penn, above) 

hates doing his damn homework...

41



THE KID IS MENACED BY FIRETHE KID IS MENACED BY FURNITURE

THE KID IS MENACED BY 
MOD LEATHER-BAR CATSTHE KID IS MENACED BY SHEPHERDS

42



Oh, and there were frogs.

AND THE KID IS MENACED BY MEGACREEPY SINGING TREES 
(among other things I didn’t manage to draw)

THE 
END

43



CANDIDE

Monday,  
May 7, 2012

44



The overture features a big projected 
photo of composer Leonard Bernstein

He is an idiot because of his optimistic 
teacher, Dr. Pangloss

Welcome to Westphalia! Meet Candide.  
He is an idiot

45

ACT
ONE



46

Pangloss, fornicating offstage, gives 
young Candide and Cunégonde ideas

Ham-fistedly trying to emulate  
Pangloss doesn’t work out so well

War-crimes against (or maybe just 
massacres of) the Westphalians occur

And so Candide is exiled by Cunégonde’s 
brother and then shanghaied  

into the Bulgar army



47

Candide wanders by, sees that Cunégonde is “dead” 
(more on this later), is maybe less happy now

Oh hey he runs into Pangloss — now 
with Humpty Hump Nose but still 

spouting hopelessly optimistic B.S.

Candide and Pangloss get on a boat and 
argue w/ an Anabaptist (who drowns)

They go to Lisbon and a volcano erupts and 
kills thousands of people and oh hey now 

Candide and Pangloss are getting arrested 
and tried for religious crimes



Pangloss tries to 
sing his way out 

of the noose

It doesn’t work 
out so much

And then, in the most abrupt 
scene transition of all time

To lighten her mood, an Old Lady 
servant comes out and bejewels her 

like she was Mr. T. It helps!

In Paris, 
this  

woman’s 
life sucks 
(sort of)

48



In wanders Candide. Oh hey 
it’s Cunégonde that woman he 

thought was dead. Neat

Candide accidentally stabs one of the 
dudes who share her (sexually)

They flee. The Old Lady servant one-ups 
everyone w/ her hard-luck stories

Annnd then he stabs the other one

49



50

A HIT SINGLE ENSUES I THINK  
OR MAYBE JUST A DANCE

And then Candide decides to go to America 
he is still an idiot END OF ACT ONE

Meet the governor of Buenos Aires.  
Bit of a playboy, he

ACT
TWO



51

The guv takes a shine to Cunégonde  
after she and Candide show up. THE GUV 

SWOOPS IN AND CANDIDE WANDERS OFF

Three years later, the guv is still  
stringing Cunégonde along, and their  

pre-marriage totally sucks

And the fine people of El Dorado give them 
some golden sheep and a hot-air balloon 

WHY NOT

Meanwhile, Candide and his valet Cacambo 
just sort of straight-up stumble onto  

El Dorado



52

Candide lands in a Dutch colony and finds 
out the sugar industry is a total sweatshop 

CUE CYNICAL SONG

And so Candide nevertheless somehow 
gets to Venice and runs into everyone  

from earlier

Also: The Dutch guy who trades Candide a 
gold sheep for a leaky boat? TOTAL JERK

At the casino where Candide looks for 
Cunégonde, everyone is masked and a  

nihilist or something



53

At the casino: Cunégonde (masked)  
tries to rip off Candide (masked)

The masks come off. Everyone recognizes 
each other. Candide is basically appalled

And they lived sort-of-unhappily ever after 

THE 
END

(JESUS)



GIOVANNI
DON

Monday,  
Oct. 29, 2012

54



Overture! Buncha folks sittin’. Emo Girl in the middle there 
(Anna, the Commendatore’s daughter) may prove important

Sure enough, 
Anna is  

seduced by  
Don Giovanni. 

Don is a  
nobleman / 

sex addict in 
need of serious 

counseling.  
And Don’s  

servant  
Leporello has 

had enough of 
his crap.

55



56

Well.

Anna’s dad the Commendatore disapproves. So Don kills him in a duel



57

Anna makes her fiancé Ottavio swear vengeance on her father’s killer 
BUT DON WAS WEARING A MASK

Don drags Leporello ... to 
a train station, I think?  
Another old flame, Elvira, 
is there looking for Don



Elvira figures it out. It gets awkward

Leporello distracts Elvira with the surefire “Would You Believe My Boss  
is the Wilt Chamberlain of 18th Century Italy” Maneuver

58



And then suddenly OH HAY A PEASANT WEDDING IN PROGRESS

OH JUST GO AHEAD AND SEDUCE THE PEASANT BRIDE DON

59



60

BUT WAIT Donna Elvira turns up to spoil Don’s fun

And then! Enter start-of-show conquest Anna and fiancé Ottavio, in mourning 
over the Commendatore (and unable to recognize Don, because masks).  

Elvira talks crap about Don to Ottavio. Don talks crap about Elvira to Anna.



61

Anna figures out like a minute after Don leaves that he 
totally killed her dad in that duel. Ottavio? Nonplussed.

Meanwhile, Don keeps talking like a sex addict and Leporello keeps whining



62

And in a shocking development, Don has created some 
mistrust between the peasant bride and groom

The peasant bride is doing what she can (sexually) 
to throw the peasant groom off the scent



63

The distraction doesn’t last long though because 
THE PEASANT GROOM HAS JEALOUS NOTIONS

... and then Don shows up to throw the peasant bride and groom a masquerade ball. 
As it turns out, it’s A MASQUERADE BALL FULL OF FRENEMIES



Don makes his play with the peasant bride; pretty much every grudge-holder 
from earlier in the opera calls out Don; END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO. Don and Lep are lounging around in their skivvies. 
Leporello is ripped. Don is f*cking nuts

Incredibly, Don’s stupid plan to disguise Lep as Don so Don can 
seduce Elvira’s maid while Lep seduces Elvira ... actually works

65



Just as Don is about to score with the help,  
the peasant groom busts in with an armed mob

Don gets the groom alone and whups his ass

66



The peasant bride ministers to the groom with, um, the healing power of song

And then everyone gangs up on Leporello-disguised-as-Don  
just as HE’S about to score with Elvira
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Leporello unmasks ... and now suddenly they’re all at a funeral for Anna’s dad

Ottavio gets his big number

68



Elvira kind of says what we’ve all been thinking

Don Giovanni responds to this about like you’d expect
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And then the Commendatore’s ghost speaks

Don’s reaction is kind of unexpected

70



Don gets ready for his Dinner with Death while Anna  
sings about vengeance and waiting to wed or something

Don enjoys his “dinner,” is generally a dick

71



Elvira shows up, is mocked

AND THEN THE COMMENDATORE’S GHOST SHOWS UP 
WITH A SPECIAL MESSAGE FOR DON

72
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THE 
END

74





RE: THE AUTHOR

MIKE RUSSELL is a writer and 
cartoonist living in Portland, Oregon. 
You can find most of his stuff online  

at www.CulturePulp.com.
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